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R Rozier, Henry Louis, 1849-1927.
463 Account books, 1883-1902.
   Two volumes

This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shsresearch@umsystem.edu.

These are a “Ledger” and “Journal” of H. L. Rozier, a “private banker” in Ste. Genevieve, Missouri. Accounts indicate loans, payments, and other financial transactions.


A member of a prominent mercantile family in Ste. Genevieve, H. L. Rozier, in addition to other commercial activities, acted as a “private banker,” making loans to local firms and individuals. These related volumes list his transactions by account (“Ledger,” Volume 1) and chronologically (“Journal,” Volume 2). Included are Rozier’s personal and family expenses. He also invested in several mining enterprises, including ventures in Arizona, California, and Colorado. The ledger is indexed at the front of the volume.
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These are a “Ledger” and “Journal” of H. L. Rozier, a “private banker,” in Ste. Genevieve, Missouri. Accounts indicate loans, payments, and other financial transactions.

Volume 1: Ledger (indexed at the front of the volume).
Volume 2: Journal
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Index Cards

Banks and banking—Missouri—Sainte Genevieve
Catholic Knights of America
Grand Duke Mining Company
Hathaway Bondurant Gold Mining Company
Mariposa County (Calif.)
Mines and mineral resources—Arizona—Yavapai County
Mines and mineral resources—California—Mariposa County
Mines and mineral resources—Colorado—Rico
Rico (Colo.)
Rozier, Henry Louis, 1849-1927
Rozier & Jokerst
Sainte Genevieve (Mo.)
Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.)
Small Hope Consolidated Mining Company
St. Louis and Yavapai Milling & Mining Company
Valle Mining Company
Yavapai County (Ariz.)